ROSBACK
PERFORATOR ACCESSORIES AND OPTIONS
TrueScore-Pro
The TrueScore System is designed for scoring any material,
especially sensitive materials such as digitally printed stock.
No more outsourcing difficult creasing jobs.

TrueScore-Pro Quad

Cobra Strike Perf Heads
The Rosback Cobra 4x4 Strike Perforating System offers
versatility that no other system can match. The Strike
Heads are individually electronically controlled to give a
multitude of strike patterns with surface speeds up to
24,000 ft/hr. This Strike System can run one to four lines
of perf, slits or scores, each independently programmable
for different strike patterns. Strike activities can be
performed at the same time as regular perforating, slitting,
scoring or micro perforating. Available for all 240 Series,
223SRX and 226SRX models. Available as individual
heads for 223 and 226 Vacuum Truelines

The 2x2 TrueScore System is designed for hinge scoring
digitally printed perfect bound book covers. Use for any
application requiring one score, or two scores from 1/4”
spacing or greater. The 2x2 TrueScore System works for
all cover stock and a wide variety of other materials.

Vacuum Retro-Fit Kit
TrueLine Gap Feeding Kit
Use your Vacuum TrueLine to feed a 248 Cross Perforator,
right angle folder, or other inline process. Provides
programmable spacing between sheets.

Most friction Trueline Perforators can be retro fit with a
Vacuum feed system. Eliminate marking and get consistent
feeding with no rollers to wear out.

Easy-Out Perforating Shafts

Ball Bearing Construction

These shafts easily separate and quickly re-engage for quick
and easy tool changes.

Standard on 240 Series and 226, also available as an
upgrade or retro fit for models 220 and 223 TrueLines.
Caster Kits
Roll your TrueLine Perforator to where it’s needed or out of
the way when not in use. Saves valuable floor space.

ROSBACK…

Designed for runs of hundreds and thousands…

Built for thousands of runs!

Pressure-Sensitive Slitting Attachment

Scoring\Creasing Heads

Micro-Perf Heads

Extremely accurate carbide blades for
back slitting label stock and semi-slitting
card stock.

Many varieties in stock. Ask us if
you have special needs.

Are designed to produce consistent
miniature perforations into stock. A
ream of micro perforated stock will
remain flatter than slot-cut or knifecut perforated stock. Choose from
36, 54, or 72 teeth to the inch.

“CD” Inlay Heads
Perforate and slit the edge of CD Inlay
cards to ensure the precision and
accuracy required when inserting inlays
into jewel cases automatically or by hand

Quick-Align Perforating Heads
The Quick-Align Heads dramatically
reduce setup-time and cutter replacement
costs.
Get A-Head on your production! Get a
Quick-Align head today for faster and
easier perforator cutter setup.

Split Creasing Heads
Quickly and easily add, remove, or
relocate creasing heads anywhere
along the cutter shafts. The Split
Creasing Heads will dramatically
reduce setup time. Even
inexperienced operators will enjoy
quick setup and perfect results.

Standard Slitting Head

Gutter Slit/Perf Heads

Sturdy, long lasting knives split
sheets apart accurately and cleanly.

Combinations of perforation and
slitting commonly used to produce
multiple CD inlays from a single
sheet. Slit apart multiple format
jobs while ejecting the scrap strip
away from the finished pieces.

Gutter Slitter
Slit apart multiple format jobs while
ejecting scrap strips from between
the finished pieces.

Knife-Cut Perforating Heads
Special Engineered Heads

Narrow Margin Perf Heads
For perforations close to the sheet edge
(3/8” From Sheet Edge minimum)

Many jobs required combinations of
perforation, slit, and score that
standard tooling is unable to
produce in one pass. Often, a
specially engineered head can
produce the desired results,
eliminating changeover and
reducing setup time. If you have a
difficult job, chances are good we
have done it before and can provide
a solution that will save you time &
money.

Special ½” Perf Heads
For closely spaced perforations down to
1/2” between lines
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Pierce the sheet but do not remove
material to produce a clean, nearly
invisible line of perforation in 3 to
12 teeth to the inch.
Slot Cut Perforating Heads
Cut out a slot produce a clean,
highly visible and attractive line of
perforation in 3 to 12 teeth to the
inch.

